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Extended Abstract
The accuracy and precision of digital image correlation (DIC) is a function of three primary
ingredients: image acquisition, image analysis, and the subject of the image. Development
of the first two (i.e. image acquisition techniques and image correlation algorithms) has
led to widespread use of DIC; however, fewer developments have been focused on the third
ingredient. Typically, subjects of DIC images are mechanical specimens with either a
natural surface pattern or a pattern applied to the surface. Research in the area of DIC
patterns has primarily been aimed at identifying which surface patterns are best suited
for DIC, by comparing patterns to each other. Because the easiest and most widespread
methods of applying patterns have a high degree of randomness associated with them
(e.g., airbrush, spray paint, particle decoration, etc.), less effort has been spent on exact
construction of ideal patterns. With the development of patterning techniques such as
microstamping [1] and lithography, patterns can be applied to a specimen pixel by pixel
from a patterned image. In these cases, especially because the patterns are reused many
times, an optimal pattern is sought such that error introduced into DIC from the pattern
is minimized.
DIC consists of tracking the motion of an array of nodes from a reference image to a
deformed image. Every pixel in the images has an associated intensity (grayscale) value,
with discretization depending on the bit depth of the image. Because individual pixel
matching by intensity value yields a non-unique scale-dependent problem, subsets around
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each node are used for identification. A correlation criteria is used to find the best match
of a particular subset of a reference image within a deformed image. The reader is referred
to references [2–4] for enumerations of typical correlation criteria.
As illustrated by Schreier and Sutton [5] and Lu and Cary [6] systematic errors can be
introduced by representing the underlying deformation with under-matched shape func-
tions. An important implication, as discussed by Sutton et al. [4], is that in the presence of
highly localized deformations (e.g., crack fronts), error can be reduced by minimizing the
subset size. In other words, smaller subsets allow the more accurate resolution of localized
deformations. Contrarily, the choice of optimal subset size has been widely studied [7–12]
and a general consensus is that larger subsets with more information content are less prone
to random error. Thus, an optimal subset size balances the systematic error from under
matched deformations with random error from measurement noise [10].
The alternative approach pursued in the current work is to choose a small subset size
and optimize the information content within (i.e., optimizing an applied DIC pattern),
rather than finding an optimal subset size. In the literature, many pattern quality metrics
have been proposed, e.g., sum of square intensity gradient (SSSIG) [13], mean subset
fluctuation [14], gray level co-occurrence [8], autocorrelation-based metrics [7, 15, 16], and
speckle-based metrics [12, 17]. The majority of these metrics were developed to quantify
the quality of common pseudo-random patterns after they have been applied, and were
not created with the intent of pattern generation. As such, it is found that none of the
metrics examined in this study are fit to be the objective function of a pattern generation
optimization. In some cases, such as with speckle-based metrics, application to pixel by
pixel patterns is ill-conditioned and requires somewhat arbitrary extensions. In other cases,
such as with the SSSIG, it is shown that trivial solutions exist for the optimum of the metric
which are ill-suited for DIC (such as a checkerboard pattern).
In the current work, a multi-metric optimization method is proposed whereby qual-
ity is viewed as a combination of individual quality metrics. Specifically, SSSIG and two
auto-correlation metrics are used which have generally competitive objectives. Thus, each
metric could be viewed as a constraint imposed upon the others, thereby precluding the
achievement of their trivial solutions. In this way, optimization produces a pattern which
balances the benefits of multiple quality metrics. The resulting pattern, along with ran-
domly generated patterns, is subjected to numerical deformations and analyzed with DIC
software. The optimal pattern is shown to outperform randomly generated patterns.
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